Don’t let location limit your communication.

Share all of your written notes
Share your notes in real-time to anywhere in the world as they are being written.
Even erase and correct your streamed writing using the large digital eraser.

Compatible with normal whiteboard markers
Use just about any regular dry erase markers. Tested compatible markers include Expo dry erase bullet tip, Legamaster e-board, Sharpie whiteboard, and Luidia dry-erase.

Portable
Place the sensor on any flat writing surface. Small and light, you can take it anywhere.
Quick and easy warranty service, just in case anything goes wrong.

Wide capture area
Captures an area of up to 16ft x 5ft (4.8m x 1.5m).
Capture on both sides of the sensor.

Compatibility with most devices
Use with Android and iOS devices as well as Mac and Windows computers.
Sync your notes on Evernote, Dropbox & OneNote.

Embedded memory
Automatically save everything you write.
Captures 20,000 pages without any other device connection.

Luidia Inc. is the creator of eBeam™ interactive technology that helps the world capture and share content. The company’s products are utilized by organizations of all sizes, with hundreds of thousands of users across multiple industries and locations. For more information on Luidia, please visit www.luidia.com. eBeam is designed by Luidia.

Luidia Inc. headquartered at 2665 North First Street, Suite 212, San Jose, CA 95134.

http://www.Luidia.com
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Be more productive with the eBeam Smartmarker. Make your meetings more effective and interactive by streaming your notes in real time. Slip an everyday marker into the sleeve and wherever you go, whatever you write, with whatever device you use, you and your team can collaborate together easily.

eBeam SMARTMARKER
Make your surface smart.

Complete remote collaboration
Use with Skype, WebEx, GoToMeeting and other social networking services for a complete solution.

Local server option
Set up local server for meetings instead of using our global eBeam servers for maximum security.

Rechargeable
Fully charges in 2 hours providing 8 hours of continuous usage.

Digital marker colors
A black digital marker is provided in the package. Other colors such as blue, red and green can be purchased separately.

Additional accessories
Add color to your captures with colored digital markers including: red, blue, and green. Accessories like these and others (multi-charge cradle, additional magnetic brackets, Luidia dry erase markers, etc.) can be purchased online at www.Luidia.com.

Smartmarker Complete version
A Complete package will give you the most comprehensive whiteboard capture experience. The Smartmarker Complete package includes all four digital marker colors along with a multi-charge cradle that charges all four digital markers and the sensor at the same time.

You can purchase the eBeam Smartmarker Complete package online or through your local reseller.